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BILLY TUCCI: BACK IN THE GAME WITH HEROES FOR HIRE  
 
 
August's return of Marvel's Heroes For Hire marks not only a return to the franchise for the 
publisher, but also a return for artist Billy Tucci to a regular comics gig. Written by Jimmy Palmiotti 
and Justin Gray, the series teams Misty Knight, Colleen Wing, Black Cat, Humbug, Shang-Chi, a 
new iteration of the Taranatula, Paladin, Sable, and Orka.  

It's an eclectic mix.  

We've previously spoken with Palmiotti & 
Gray about their plans for the series, and 
now, the returning Tucci.  

 

Newsarama: So, with Heroes For Hire 
being heralded as your "return" to 
comics…where have you been? 
Obviously, you haven't been just hanging 
around without working, given the Shi 
material here and there, but have you 
been cooking along with a "regular" sized 
workload?  

Billy Tucci: First off, Matt it's great to 
speak with you again. I've had a pretty 
colorful comics career and consider m
extremely fortunate. I guess because I 
invested pretty wisely over the years, I've 
been able to develop new properties, 
some screenplays and even direct and 
produce my own film. I'm also in talks to 
write and direct another film, a feature, b
that's for another conversation. Anyw
I've always wanted to deliver the best 
work I can and sometimes that tak
while - hence, the sporadic books.  
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We also have continuous stream of Shi merchandise produced, plus the illustrated novelization, 
last year's Dark Horse series, Zombie-sama! and the 576-page Definitive Shi collection - out in 
a few weeks. And thank God for trade paperbacks!  

NRAMA: So - your recent history covered, looking back at your early-mid '90s days, you and Shi 
were about as hot as you could get. Not meaning to insult you in any way, but is this where you 
saw yourself in 10-15 years' time? That is, coming back as the monthly artist on an - arguably - 
second tier Marvel series? I know the industry is cyclical, but did you think you'd be caught up in 
a relatively big cycle like this?  

BT: Is Heroes For Hire a second tier title?  

NRAMA: Hey, hey - I said arguably…  
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BT: Okay, okay…but dammit, I was led to believe it was a major book directly tied into the biggest 
Marvel event in years! I'll get back to that.  

As for your question about drawing a monthly book, Oh hell yes! It was actually Marvel that got 
me excited again about comics. With Crusade, I spend the lion's share of my time being a 
publisher. I don't want to wrangle over paper prices or print scheduling. I've got a family now, and 
if I'm not with them, or working in and around the house, I want to create. I want to write and draw 
and unleash all these crazy ideas I have in my head. Spending the day on the phone with Justin 
Gray is much more rewarding than it is with Quebecor.  

Now, back to Heroes For Hire, the writing of this book is such 
that it will smash head to head into anything else being 
published. The character interaction and insight alone will grab 
hold of readers and take them on this wonderfully funky ride 
that jumps into Civil War from the everyman's pov.  

NRAMA: Even though this is your first time on a regular 
assignment at Marvel, this isn't your first time at Marvel, right? 
There were the Battlebooks…  

BT: Actually Marvel Publisher Dan Buckley was my biggest 
supporter for Battlebooks and did all he could to see it 
through. Battlebooks is the interactive comic book/game 
where you battled as one of the Earth's mightiest heroes - or 
villains. Thanks to Civil War, I think readers and gamers have 
caught up with the concept so perhaps we'll see them rise 
again in the future.  

I've also had the privilege of crossing over with both Daredevil and Wolverine. I love drawing 
these characters!  

NRAMA: So, on the production side of Heroes For Hire, what 
brought you back to Marvel? Were you pitching ideas around the 
offices, or did Jimmy grab you?  

BT: Marvel actually brought me back to comics! My buddy - and 
HFH cover painter - Mark Sparacio is a huge comics fan. He s
that I was burnt out, and started giving me comics to read. I also 
got continuous comic book history lessons from Beau Smith and 
that only fueled my fire. That led to me buying all those great
coffee table books about Marvel and comics history in genera
just fell in love again.  

a

 
l. I 

w 

The funny thing is that no one at Marvel thought I had any 
interest in doing "mainstream" comics, but it's always been a 
dream so guess I should have opened my mouth years ago!  

At last year's Comic Con International, Marvel Publisher Dan 
Buckley and I both thought it would be a blast if I did a Marvel 
book. Obviously, it was a no brainer on my part - I'm not stupid! Dan's always been a sort of sage 
to me, so I just had to convince him and Editor-in-Chief Joe Quesada I could bring something to 
the table.  
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A meeting was set up with my now Editor Mark Paniccia and pitched some Golden Age Captain 
America stories. Cap's my all time favorite character and Marvel seemed to really like the pitches 
- so perhaps we'll see them in the future - but Civil War was brewing and Joe asked Jimmy and 
Justin if they'd like me to draw Heroes For Hire - Thank God they said yes!  

In fact, Joe was probably the first person in comics to ever speak to me. I accosted him on the 
street about 13 years ago and showed him my portfolio. Joe was already a star, and I'm sure 
stressed out with deadlines of his own, but he still spent 15 minutes or so with me, was incredibly 
kind and helpful with his constructive pointers. That always made a great impression on me - his 
success in truly deserved.  

Jimmy on the other hand has been a great guiding light to me since the early days of Shi. He's 
pretty much introduced me to anyone and everyone I know and worked with in the industry and I 
am more in his debt than words could ever say. I've bothered him way too much this past decade.  

NRAMA: That said, this project? What's the appeal of tackling all of these characters in this kind 
of setting?  

BT: It's the challenge. I'm incredibly intimidated by all these colorful characters, but what are you 
going to do? If I can pull this off, then everything else will seem like cake. The team is just 
wonderful and I tip my hat to Jimmy and Justin for making me laugh so much. I remember after 
reading the first script saying to my wife Deborah, man, these guys are really good! As aside from 
the ballyhoo, there's also a serious social look into Civil War as even though our heroes are "for 
hire", they're morally on the fence. It also showcases Marvel's greatest icons - cant' give that 
away - and I'm really having a blast drawing them!  

But I also feel all of us on the team want to prove that our "little book that could" is actually a 
sleeping giant that will really grab the readers and become a star in its own right.  

NRAMA: So did it take you any time to get your chops back to drawing a superhero book?  

Deborah gave birth to our second son, Matthew on March 31st. The baby is just perfect but she 
had some major complications from the delivery. She spent almost the entire month of April in the 
hospital and has been on bed rest since coming home. So the truth of the matter is, I've been Mr. 
Mom to him and my three-year old and really didn't have time to prepare or "get my chops back." 
Which is why I'm so frantic right now. I've always viewed Shi as a modern-day samurai story, 
similar in vein to Crying Freeman and others, so most readers do not realize that aside from the 
few crossover books I've done, I've never really drawn a "superhero."  

 

NRAMA: Okay then, how about are any characters of the named ones "speaking" to you 
already? That is, anyone becoming your favorite?  

BT: I was given the opportunity to visually design the new Tarantula. She's a real feisty Latina 
who's got this very dark side to her but also some real street attitude. Even though I didn't create 
her, I feel like I'm drawing something I did and that's a very cool especially when she's up against 
these great icons. Strangely enough, the former third-rate villain Humbug has really made his way 
into my heart too. At first he's kind of looked down on - hell, read the message boards to see that 
- but he's got this incredible power to see through and control insects. Now just imagine him 
unleashing every bloody cockroach in New York upon any Marvel villain or even the city itself!  

NRAMA: How fast are you these days? Still able to swing 22 pages monthly?  
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BT: To be perfectly honest, I'm terrified about the whole thing. I mean, of course I could easily do 
such a book in a month, but think it would look like just like that. I haven't used inkers in almost 10 
years so, that is really the biggest adjustment I've had to make is to scale down my rendering. It's 
also extremely intimidating to work with a legend. I've admired Tom Palmer's work forever so you 
can imagine my anxiety of delivering sub par- or overworked - pages to him. But he's been 
incredibly generous to me. We speak almost everyday on the phone. I have a five-week schedule 
so that helps, and it's getting easier with each page, but the bottom line is for me to simply "suck 
it up" and deliver the best book I can on 
time. I promise you, I will deliver.  

NRAMA: What are you looking at this series 
as, career-wise? The first step to a larger 
comeback? A reminder that you're still 
around? The start of a long career at 
Marvel?  

BT: I will be drawing and writing comics for 
the rest of my life and think my mouth is too 
big to worry about reminding people I'm still 
around. As for a larger comeback I think this 
is a pretty big one and am just happy to be 
here.  

I know I've gone long but as you can tell, I'm 
incredibly excited and anxious. Lord, there's 
so much I want to let folks know about how 
this Indy chap's gotten this wonderful 
opportunity to come back to the industry 
that's given him everything - and just how 
terrified he is about working for someone 
else and doing a mainstream book for that 
matter! I wish you all could be in on the 
phone calls with my editors and writers and 
witness both the good and the bad that goes 
along with trying to be innovative and 
working for the "House of Ideas."  

NRAMA: Oh, if there was only some way to 
keep track of what you're up to on this journey back into regular comics…how Billy, could readers 
ever manage to keep up with you?  

BT: No, that didn't sound like a set up, did it?  

NRAMA: Alright - sort of…  

BT: I'll tell you what my friend, why don't we do just that? Weekly, I'll post a truly honest and no 
holds barred insight on what it takes to be a professional for Marvel. I'm new at this too and would 
love to simply be frank with the readers. Everyone knows I'm pretty headstrong and have never 
worked for anyone in comics so this could get very interesting! We'll bring them into the whole 
creative process that must be balanced with the corporate agenda, to see whether in the end, 
people will want me to sign their books or watch me crash and burn. That's it - Hellion for Hire! 
Tucci's Marvelous adventure!  
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Look for the debut of Bill Tucci's Hellion for Hire next week at Newsarama.com t's 22 pages of 
escapism and modern day mythology. If you're not familiar with the Marvel Family, then this a 
great series for you to start with because it's all being redefined. And if you're a veteran Marvel-
ite, I promise you that you will be reading work that was created with passion and a respect for 
the characters.  

Discussion Thread: http://forum.newsarama.com/showthread.php?t=72188
 

shady878 05-30-2006 02:30 PM

 
Love Tucci's pages here from Heroes for Hire. His Women are awesome and very 
excited about this. The only thing I kind of wonder is Justin Gray as the Writer, but I 
will give this a try anyway. 1st Post Booyah! 

 

Sin Eater 05-30-2006 02:40 PM

 
Tucci rocks! One of Marvel's best signings. Even though Tom Palmer is my favorite 
inker of all time, I was surprised about him being picked to ink Tucci's pencils, as 
Palmer's style is heavy. I'm sure it'll look awesome, but I was surprised. 

 

Bakema NL 05-30-2006 02:42 PM

 
Great stuff, I'm really looking forward to this one. That page 6 in pencils is great, 
would look good on the wall here. :p 

 

artiepants 05-30-2006 02:43 PM

 
looks like good stuff, I'm in for the first story at least... 

 

Jeremy Williams 05-30-2006 02:44 PM

 
Wow Billy is really channeling old school George Perez here! The book looks good but 
I still think there are too many chicks in there. I know they wanted this to be a 
follow-up to "Daughters of Dragon" or something like that but I prefer if the book 
would be more like "a bunch a off kickass people coming from you" than "girl 
power/Charlie`s Angels movie/the vamps are coming, girlfriend!" type.  
 
You want a real kickass book? It should be: 
 
Mysty Knight 
that other martial art girl 
Shang Chi 
Cold Blood(saner, cooler Deathlok-type) 
Black Jack Tarr(from Shang book) 
Silver Samurai(without his armour) 
Roughhouse        Silver Sable 

http://forum.newsarama.com/showthread.php?t=72188
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Andre MOP 05-30-2006 02:44 PM

 
Nice art. 
I remember when Tucci and Shi were in Wizard´s top 10 for artists, writers and 
comics... 
and here in Brazil I couldn´t get Shi comics, and it made me sooo curious! 

 

sequart 05-30-2006 02:49 PM

 
Doesn't look like the man's lost a step! Good luck Bill! 

 

BriGuy 05-30-2006 02:58 PM

 
Tucci also wrote and drew a Liberty Girl back up story for Heroic's Anthem #3. A 
preview of which can be seen in Comics Buyer's Guide's June issue. Anthem #3 is 
scheduled for a June 28th release. 

 

Ace 05-30-2006 03:01 PM

 
In my mind, I always feel that characters sell first, and then artists, and then 
writers.. (it's not how I'd want that to be, but ah well). 
 
I have a feeling that Heroes for Hire is going to swim on Tucci's art, and I'm thankful 
for that, because I think there's a ton of potential in the concept and that it should 
be really well written. 
 
I do worry a bit that it might spell the end of thunderbolts though, which is my 
favorite Marvel series right now. 

 

krunchie 05-30-2006 03:25 PM

 
My question is, when does Shang Chi get to wear a shirt? :p 

 

Generic Eric 05-30-2006 03:27 PM

 
Wow, that's got to be the sexiest looking team of heroes I've ever seen.:cool: 

 

Rawle Austin 05-30-2006 03:46 PM

 
Wow! 
 
That cover does not do the book justice when compared with the amazing interior 
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work. 
Any doubts I had have been quickly dispelled. 
 
This is my first exposure to Tucci's work and boy, it looks good. 
 
Great stuff! 
 
Growler :cool: 

 

Rawle Austin 05-30-2006 03:48 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by krunchie 
My question is, when does Shang Chi get to wear a shirt? :p 

 
 
Topless is so last year. :D  
 
Growler :cool: 

 

martinp 05-30-2006 03:51 PM

 
Tucci is one of the best. I think it is great that he is back and has a his own book. 
This will definitely be in my stack of must reads. 
 

 

Hobowatcher 05-30-2006 04:06 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Sin Eater 
Tucci rocks! One of Marvel's best signings. Even though Tom Palmer is my favorite 
inker of all time, I was surprised about him being picked to ink Tucci's pencils, as 
Palmer's style is heavy. I'm sure it'll look awesome, but I was surprised. 

 
All you did was counter your compliments with friendly words. How can you say 
something so nice, and yet nothing at all. What did you just say? 

 

matchesmalone 05-30-2006 04:07 PM

 
I really appreciate the fact that Tucci draws everyone's body differently - including 
the women's breasts! Big ones, small ones,... see, it can be done! They don't all 
have to be giant, or unnaturally round, or permanipply, or gravity-defying. 
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Blind Assassin 05-30-2006 04:23 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by matchesmalone 
I really appreciate the fact that Tucci draws everyone's body differently - including 
the women's breasts! Big ones, small ones,... see, it can be done! They don't all 
have to be giant, or unnaturally round, or permanipply, or gravity-defying. 

 
 
 
speaking of which, where are Shang-Chi's nipples? 
 
:confused: ;)  
 
art looks great, and I bet the story will have me hooked as well. 

 

Hobowatcher 05-30-2006 04:24 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by matchesmalone 
I really appreciate the fact that Tucci draws everyone's body differently - including 
the women's breasts! Big ones, small ones,... see, it can be done! They don't all 
have to be giant, or unnaturally round, or permanipply, or gravity-defying. 

 
Your kind is not welcomed here. Best be you move along elsewheres. 

 
 

matchesmalone 05-30-2006 04:30 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Hobowatcher 
Your kind is not welcomed here. Best be you move along elsewheres. 

 
 
Please explain, what do you mean? 

 

MattBrady 05-30-2006 04:31 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by matchesmalone 
Please explain, what do you mean? 
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put on your sarcasm glasses, I'm thinking. They're right beside the ones that let you 
see aliens when you look at people. 
 
MattB 

 

Grimm22 05-30-2006 04:35 PM

 
I still have no idea why Black Cat is in this book, but other than that it looks pretty 
good. 
 
Oh and SHANG CHI!!! 

 

AlexLothos 05-30-2006 04:37 PM

 
Great interview! I was looking forward to the book because of Billy Tucci's art, but it 
sounds like the story might grab me, too. 

 

matchesmalone 05-30-2006 04:49 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by MattBrady 
put on your sarcasm glasses, I'm thinking. They're right beside the ones that let 
you see aliens when you look at people. 
 
MattB 

 
 
I didn't think you were fond of "I don't like your opinion (but have nothing intelligent 
to say in reply), go away (because it's making me feel uncomfortable)" type 
responses. 

 
 

Andre MOP 05-30-2006 05:05 PM

 
Huh... yeah... what´s wrong about flattering Tucci´s capacity of drawing women´s 
breasts? :confused:  
 
Does that really offend someone here? 
Well not me... to me it´s flatter all you want! 

 

Livewire2nd 05-30-2006 05:09 PM
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Those Pages are AMAZING I can't wait to get this book. 

 

AlejandroR3 05-30-2006 05:23 PM

 
Most likely this will be a trade only book for me but, I'm definitely more interested in 
the Golden Age Cap stuff he has in mind to be honest. 
 
Good luck to Mr. Tucci. 

 

Enigma20XX 05-30-2006 05:26 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Hobowatcher 
Your kind is not welcomed here. Best be you move along elsewheres. 

 
yessir, Ezekiel... wants me to fetch ol' Jebadiah's huntin rifle and shoes him offs dat 
dere property u yourns? 

 

Enigma20XX 05-30-2006 05:29 PM

 
See next post... 

 

Enigma20XX 05-30-2006 05:32 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by AndreMOP 
Huh... yeah... what´s wrong about flattering Tucci´s capacity of drawing women´s 
breasts?  
 
Does that really offend someone here? 
Well not me... to me it´s flatter all you want! 

 
 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by matchesmalone 
I didn't think you were fond of "I don't like your opinion (but have nothing 
intelligent to say in reply), go away (because it's making me feel uncomfortable)" 
type responses. 

 
 
You're missing the point, friends. Calm down. That was Matt's sarcastic way of 
saying "I think he's joking with you..." 
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As for Hobowatcher... that was his sarcastic way of saying..."well... WHAT'S WRONG 
WITH BIG BREASTS?!?!" 
 
Something I'm inclined to agree with... 

 

matchesmalone 05-30-2006 05:40 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Enigma20XX 
yessir, Ezekiel... wants me to fetch ol' Jebadiah's huntin rifle and shoes him offs 
dat dere property u yourns? 

 
 
I don't think threatening someone with a rifle is an appropriate response to 
someone's opinion. I have to imagine there's a policy against that sort of thing. 

 

Varrus 05-30-2006 05:45 PM

 
People, people! Grow a sense of humour! lol 
 
Anyway, Billy's art looks pretty good. I love that page where the Heroes are strolling 
through a crowd of cops and they're all staring, slack-jawed, at Misty and the other 
girls. After reading this interview and the previous one with Palmiotti and Gray, I'm 
actually starting to look forward to this book more and more. Definitely going to 
have to give this one a shot when it comes out. 

 

KyleV 05-30-2006 05:55 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Tucci rocks! One of Marvel's best signings. Even though Tom Palmer is my favorite 
inker of all time, I was surprised about him being picked to ink Tucci's pencils, as 
Palmer's style is heavy. I'm sure it'll look awesome, but I was surprised.  
 
All you did was counter your compliments with friendly words. How can you say 
something so nice, and yet nothing at all. What did you just say?  

 
 
He just said: "Tom Palmer is my favorite inker, even though he has a heavy style. 
I'm surprised they'd pick him to ink Tucci since Tucci has gone so long without an 
inker of any kind. As surprising as a choice as it is, I'm still looking forward to seeing 
the finished product and have faith that their two different styles will mesh to create 
something great." 
 
Simple enough. 
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BurgundyTears 05-30-2006 06:39 PM

 
As I've mentioned before Tucci's art looks great, which makes me more interested in 
checking the series out. :) 

 

RedRonin 05-30-2006 08:58 PM

 
Wow these pages look really great! 
 
I hope Billy can keep up with a monthly schedule, just so I can keep getting great art 
like that month after month. Also, can't wait to see his column. Sounds like it's going 
to be interesting. 

 

Doom the 3rd 05-30-2006 09:51 PM

 
I'm not entirely sold on this, but might give the first issue a try. The artwork looks 
great though. 

 

Billy Tucci 05-30-2006 09:59 PM

 
Thanks! 
  
Hello everyone, 
I really appreciate all your nice comments. I'm working really hard on the pages and 
am having a blast. I'm nervous as hell but cannot wait to show you more artwork. 
Perhaps next week I can start showing my pencils before they're inked by Tom. Give 
you a whole look from breakdowns to finished pages. Again, I've been having an 
incredibly stressful day and your comments are inspiring. 
Tally Ho! and many, many thanks. 
Billy 
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Billy Tucci 05-30-2006 10:12 PM

 
Here's another page... 
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matchesmalone 05-30-2006 10:20 PM

 
Mr. Tucci, 
 
Again, thanks for showing diverse body types in superhero comics. I hope that other 
artists will see that it's possible to have attractive female characters that don't all 
have breasts larger than their heads. It's certainly a sign of talent that you can draw 
recognizably different body types suited to the characters' personalities in this small 
space. 

 

Spartan 05-31-2006 01:42 AM

 
:eek: Holy Toledo! Keep up the awesome work there Mr. Tucci. 
 
Zombie Samurai? There is officially no reason not to pick up this book now. 

 

beta-ray 05-31-2006 01:51 AM

 
I was not that sold just by the cover... I was hoping Evans would stay on... but 
seeing these interiors changed my mind! I will miss Evans, but this is looking really 
good (would have bought it anyway cause I liked DotD, but this makes it icing on the 
cake)! 

 

OcCaM 05-31-2006 07:38 AM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Rawle Austin 
Topless is so last year. :D  
 
 
Growler :cool: 

 
 
Oh shush! 
 
I have to suffer seeing enough scantilly clad chicks in a comic, a topless man is 
always nice! :p  
 
Too bad, the characters and writer do nothing for me! Art alone will rarely sell a book 
for me! 
 
Ah well if this gets surprisingly rave reviews I'll get the tpb perhaps. 
 
Although if Humbug is pulled off to be a convincingly bada$$ charcter, well THAT will 
make me change my mind instantly! 
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DaVeO 05-31-2006 11:35 AM

 
Leave it to J&J to write to Billy's strengths, samurai's in the first issue. Are these 
possibly Oni? Evil Japanese demons? The giant one looked like it. Also did Trantuala 
stick her blade up the big one's nose then lick it? Eww. :eek:  
 
Hey Shang-Chi IS wearing a shirt! Well a tank-top anyways. 
 
Well this will be my first regular Marvel comic to be collected in MANY years (I'm a 
DC Diciple) so you must be doing something right to make me look at it. :p I tend to 
like the underdog comics (Manhunter *sniff*) and yes Billy this is second-tier but 
hopefully not for long because honestly I don't think Marvel will support you if you 
don't get high numbers within 6 months (as their track record shows i.e. The Thing).  
I won't wait for the trade because if this is to succeed it needs monthly support. 
Captain America, Spider-Man, Iron Man or any X-Title or Ultimate you can wait for 
the TPB but a title such as this needs support on a monthly basis. So even though 
my budget is at its limit, regarding comics, I will try to support this if the story 
interests me. 
Marvel would be wise to rush out the DotD tpb since it obviously ties into Heroes 
(and 'cause I haven't read it ;) ). 
 
I read the solicit in Previews about Heroes, so they are hunting down criminals who 
don't register with the government? Hmm. Are these criminals on parole or 
something? If your hunting villains wouldn't the point be to catch them anyways? I 
definitly wonder how this will be explained. 
 
Someone earlier critized the fact that the team was mainly women. I mean really, 
how dare you, we NEED more female oriented teams, most especially Marvel 
because they have a terrible (woman heroes with own series) track record. Over at 
DC Birds of Prey kick ass every month (issue #100 fast approching) so I see no 
reason that Heroes can't have the same success as long as the characters are 
fleshed out and the stories are fun. 
 
Good luck team! 

 

Shanobi 05-31-2006 01:50 PM

 
My God Billy, you're really pushing yourself to the next level with this stuff! 
 
I've always dug your art, but this is BIG!! 

 

Bakema NL 05-31-2006 04:30 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Shanobi 
My God Billy, you're really pushing yourself to the next level with this stuff! 
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I've always dug your art, but this is BIG!! 

 
 
Seconded.....awesome pages here. :cool: 

 

BlackCatGuy 05-31-2006 09:19 PM

 
Great interview! 
 
I really can't wait to get this book! It's on my pull list at my local! Billy, you are a 
fantastic artist, and with you drawing my favorite, the Black Cat, this book will most 
likely become my favorite! Way to go!! 

 

Bluefire 05-31-2006 10:42 PM

 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Billy Tucci 
 

 

 
 
abosolutely amazing. 

 

RobGrayson 06-04-2006 08:00 PM

 
What the ... ? 
 
This is the line up? 
 
Where is Iron Fist? 
Where is She-Hulk? 
Where is Hercules? 
 
Shang-Chi and Black Cat I know ... but who are the rest of these? 
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I ... no longer think I'll be buying this. It looks like a reject from the Bad Girl era ... 
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